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     BOSTON, MA - October 11, 2020 — Attached please find the newest from 
LEAVING EDEN, a Boston-based hard-rock band.  Their latest album, FABLE 
(DARKSTAR RECORDS / SONY / UNIVERSAL), due to be released worldwide on 
January 15, 2021, represents the latest effort by this multi-award-winning, 
female-fronted powerhouse of a band — featuring the incredible spectrum and range of 
lead vocalist “Eve.”  
 

 
 
     LEAVING EDEN certainly didn't take quarantine laying down — other than laying 
down tracks that is!  
 
     From deep within a soundscape steeped in sonic mayhem and melody comes 
FABLE (DARKSTAR RECORDS / SONY / UNIVERSAL), a voluminous fourteen-song 
juggernaut showcasing LEAVING EDEN's distinct blend of acoustic and electric 
radio-ready hard rock.  There's always more to the picture than meets the eye however, 
thanks in large part to LEAVING EDEN's outstanding skill at interpolating various styles 
and genres into a cohesive, New-Millenium Rock n' Roll whole. 
 



 

 
 
     Conveying a depth of intensity that can be felt from the first note of the opener, "Born 
Inside Of Me", to last in its closer, "Black Wolf" —  which will be featured in the 
MASSIMILIANO CERCHI film of the same name — FABLE joins its predecessors in 
the LEAVING EDEN catalog as an important part of their ongoing lesson in precision 
songcraft. 
 
     The staggering majesty that is the vivaciously versatile vox of "Eve", the Empress of 
Rock, has never been more apparent than on LEAVING EDEN's rendition of "The 
Rose" — the 1979 hit made enormously popular by The Divine Miss M herself, BETTE 
MIDLER.  Seduced by the melody after having heard "Eve" and key-master Alyssa 
White toying around with it, co-founder Eric Gynan found it to be a good cover choice 
for FABLE. 
 
     "We always like to include a cover song [and "The Rose" lent itself well to] a strong 
acoustic guitar presence and deep tone," says Gynan.  "We thought bringing in the 
strings for a build-up was paramount, and also wanted to showcase drummer Jake's 
guitar skills."  He adds, "With the final verse, we wanted to highlight the entire band's 
vocal harmonies." 
 



 

 
 
     Yet it seems that "Eve" has found her "Adam" in guitarist Eric Gynan, who takes the 
lead with his toned-back vocals on more than a handful of tunes whose subjects range 
from the introspective "Borrowed Time" to the novel "Might As Well Get Stoned".  
 
     LEAVING EDEN is known for stimulating careful consideration across the board, 
both lyrically and musically, and FABLE is no exception to that rule.  Yet it also offers 
up several scorching fireballs that command attention in their own right — and topping 
that list is "Broken".  With its meaty bass, resounding rataplan, and a piercing guitar solo 
that's sure to inspire repeated play!  
 
     Other noteworthy tunes include "The World Is Yours", a poignant plea in the key of 
necessity that's both timely and timeless, as well as the hauntingly rhythmic title-track, 
"Fable" — co-written by keyboardist, Alyssa White. 
 
     LEAVING EDEN's harmonies are on-point as always, and never more so than in the 
devastatingly melodic "Detached" — the video for which is already gathering heavy 
steam on YouTube with nearly 50,000 views!  Along with videos for "The Rose" as well 
as "The World Is Yours" newly live, FABLE could very well be all things to all people 
who give it a listen! 
 

https://youtu.be/uKVMKkKKtbw
https://youtu.be/r96oQZdwTKY


 

 
 
     Recorded by LEAVING EDEN's own Eric Gynan, and co-mixed and mastered by 
Bob St. John, FABLE draws upon Gynan's skill-set as an accomplished musician, 
songwriter, and producer.  Having worked with the likes of Johnny K. (Disturbed, 
Megadeth, 3 Doors Down) and Brad Blackwood (Korn, Evanescence, Three Days 
Grace) has only helped further his own uncompromising production chops.  Reflecting 
upon the creation process, Eric states: 
 
     "FABLE has a special place for us in terms of when and what circumstances evolved 
around the recording.  We typically don’t start until August each year, but recorded the 
entire album at LEAVING EDEN's studio, in lockdown due to the pandemic, when we 
got home from touring in March 2020.  The songs were written before the pandemic — 
in some cases years before — and a lot of them seem quite prophetic." 
 
     The indomitable rock upon which LEAVING EDEN is built may be Gynan's guitar in 
communion with "Eve's" piercing of the upper registers with her signature soprano, but it 
takes a village to raise a powerhouse of sound.  Featuring Alyssa White on keys, 
bassist Rich Chouinard and drummer Jake Gynan's backbeat rhythm from the 
subterrane (to paraphrase Steven Tyler, with whom they once shared a stage and an 
engineer), as well as background vocals from Jennifer Mugavero, LEAVING EDEN is 
an effervescent blend of musical brains and brawn, thought and thew. Sinning never 
sounded so good! 
 



 

 
 
     Having shared stages the world-over with hundreds of the biggest names in the 
music industry, such as: Black Sabbath, Rob Zombie, Godsmack, Halestorm, Alice in 
Chains, Queensryche, and many more, it should surprise no one that LEAVING EDEN 
recently inked a world-wide deal with DARK STAR RECORDS, in association with 
SONY/UNIVERSAL MUSIC.  Their catalog is also being featured in several upcoming 
and recent films by award-winning horror film director and producer MASSIMILIANO 
CERCHI. 
 



 

 
 
    In fact, the entirety of LEAVING EDEN's 2019 album The Agony Of Affliction will be 
featured in a new fake reality comedy movie, titled the Nitwit, slated for release in 2021.  
 
     With no shortage of insidious hooks, searing vocals, liquid leads, enthusiastically 
thick bass, tickled ivories, retro synth, and maverick thunder-strikes — the soon to be 
released FABLE is more than a natural extension of the LEAVING EDEN oeuvre, it's 
the epitome of it! 
 
     The CD, FABLE, along with LEAVING EDEN's entire catalog, is now available at 
Amazon and on Google Play, Spotify, and iTunes for digital download.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Link for "Detached" video: 
https://youtu.be/WFca3rPhBNE 
 
Link for "The Rose" video: 
https://youtu.be/uKVMKkKKtbw 
 
Link for "The World Is Yours" video: 
https://youtu.be/r96oQZdwTKY 
 
Link to purchase Fable on Amazon:  
Coming Soon! 
 
Link to the Nitwit trailer:  
https://youtu.be/g6uIkgZvVJI 
 
 
 
 
Upcoming Dates: 
 
Fri, October 30: Chop Shop Pub - Seabrook, NH 
 
Fri., November 6: Penuche's Music Hall - Manchester, NH 
 
Fri., November 27: Red Maple Inn - Guilford, ME 
 
Sat., November 28: Red Maple Inn - Guilford, ME 
 
Fri., December 4: Chop Shop Pub - Seabrook, NH 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/WFca3rPhBNE
https://youtu.be/uKVMKkKKtbw
https://youtu.be/r96oQZdwTKY
https://youtu.be/g6uIkgZvVJI


 

About Leaving Eden: 
 
     Spotlighting the formidable vocal phenomenon that is "Eve", Leaving Eden's 
female-fronted formula isn't lacking in the testosterone zone.  Brewed in Boston, Mass, 
Leaving Eden also features Jake Gynan on drums and Eric Gynan on guitar and 
vocals, as well as Alyssa Bailey White on keys and backing vocals, and Rich Chouinard 
on bass.  
 
     For well over a decade, Leaving Eden has been taking rock to the extreme on 
stages and in studios — both nationally and internationally.  Breaking musical 
boundaries and bridging genres, Leaving Eden has always traversed the extremities of 
the rock spectrum with a steady barrage of fierce vocals, meaty lyrical hooks, and 
distinctive harmonies. 
 
     The band has rocked stages coast-to-coast and across the pond, Leaving Eden's 
list of accomplishments is extensive. They have won numerous regional music awards 
in various categories, and have been featured in several musical publications as well as 
on television.  Leaving Eden's music has been heard on channels such as Destination 
America, The Discovery Channel, and the Fox 25 Morning Show in Boston, and has 
been featured on Coast to Coast Worldwide Radio as well as on Radio Worldwide, 
where they reached the Top 10 on CMJ Charts. 
 
     Leaving Eden has toured the U.S., the U.K. and Canada sharing the stage with 
hundreds of the biggest bands in the world including Z.Z. Top, Shinedown, Five Finger 
Death Punch, Alice in Chains, Godsmack, Queensryche, Avenged Sevenfold, Lamb of 
God, Slayer, Alice Cooper, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Black Sabbath on their Heaven & Hell Tour, 
and many others.  
 

 
 
This message is exclusively for the person addressed or their representative. Any form 
of unauthorized use, publication, reproduction, copying or disclosure of the content of 
this email is not permitted. If you are not the intended recipient of this message and its 
contents, please notify the sender immediately and delete this message and all its 
attachments subsequently. 
 
Please contact Lisa Martineau at LMNHMedia@gmail.com if you need a copy of the 
new material. We will send you a link for your review. The band is available for 
interviews.  


